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 pdf, pdf,.malik, r.malik pdf, pdf malik, malik pdf.Enron North America (ENA) has executed a transaction whereby it sold
100% of its membership interest in three transport contracts to PG&E Energy Trading-Gas Corporation (PT-GN) for $79

million. The financial terms of the deal include a termination fee of $12 million, which is the expected profit for Enron if it is
required to sell the contracts to third parties. The remainder of the $79 million is the "value" of the contracts. PG&E is one of

the pipelines with whom we have a transportation contract. This sale reduces the amount of the transport obligation by
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approximately $34 million. The net effect is that Enron owes $45 million to another party less $34 million in total obligation.
This sale is contingent on PG&E Energy Trading-Gas Corporation receiving confirmation that the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) will not challenge the assignment of these contracts to it. If PG&E is not successful in convincing FERC

to allow this transfer of the contracts to it, then ENA will be free to assign the contracts back to Enron and then sell them to
another party, and then assign the contracts back to Enron and then sell them to another party. ENA will be providing additional
related documents over the next few days. DaveQ: MySQL: Use multiple bind variables for a single query The documentation
shows that MySQL supports multiple bind variables in a single query. Is there a way to use this feature in combination with the
mysql_query function? If not, what are my options in PHP for executing multiple queries that are dynamically set up based on a

single variable? I am looking for something similar to SQL*Plus in this regard. A: No, the only solution with multiple bind
variables is to use multiple mysqli_multi_query function calls with different values for the $stmt argument. From
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